SACO CITY COUNCIL WORKSHOP
MONDAY, MARCH 18, 2019 – FOLLOWING SPECIAL MEETING
CITY HALL AUDITORIUM

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. AGENDA

A. Budget Amendment #10 – Reallocation of Use of TIFs P2
B. Budget Amendment #11 – Union Contract Increases P4
C. Migrating the Capital Projects to a Capital Projects Fund P7
D. Amendment to Saco Code, Chapter 112 – General Assistance P10
   Program Appendixes for Overall Maximums, Thrifty Food Plan
   and Housing Maximum
E. Adding COLA to Maine PERS for Police P24
F. Preschool Building P25
G. Waste Collection Agreement P26
H. Council Discussion on UNE Aquatic Research near Ram Island P38
I. Discussion of Meetings & Agendas

III. ADMINISTRATION UPDATE

IV. COUNCIL DISCUSSION AND COMMENT

V. ADJOURNMENT

Hearing Assistance Devices are available at the back of the Auditorium.
If you are interested in addressing the Mayor and Council in the public comments session, please add your name to the roster at the back of the room.